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Overview
•The VLA Sky Survey is a three epoch, 2.5” resolution survey at 3GHz made with the 

VLA covering the whole sky above Dec. -40 degrees. 
•There are 34,000 images of each type (Quick Look, Single Epoch continuum and 

cubes over three epochs, plus combined epochs). 
•Really need a good way to browse and get data/cutouts in bulk! 
•The image data products are served from both NRAO and CADC, and catalogs via 

CDS.  
•NRAO’s VO services are still being developed, so we use CADC and CDS for scripted 

access to the data products



HiPS service
(Will be registered soon!)

archive-new.nrao.edu/vlass/HiPs



Scripted query of multiple sources using SODA





Results

• Return will include all VLASS epochs available, plus any overlaps within an epoch (might need 
to do more filtering). 

• Images can be streamed directly into memory, no need to save as FITS files (unless you want 
to).  

• CIRADA cutout service (cutouts.cirada.ca) limited to 200 positions and requires download as 
FITS files, much clicking… 

• Thus, this SODA service makes it feasible to obtain cutouts for >O(103) objects for use in 
stacking, studies of larger samples, machine learning training etc. 

• Added to VLASS user-contributed software page: https://science.nrao.edu/vlass/user-
contributed-software-and-scripts 

https://science.nrao.edu/vlass/user-contributed-software-and-scripts
https://science.nrao.edu/vlass/user-contributed-software-and-scripts


Example science use case - stacking

Stacking of blue (left) vs red (right) quasars 
(Glikman+22) 

Stacking of z>4 AGN (Perger+23) 



Future work
Frequency/velocity and polarization cubes

• Radio images can be multi-dimensional.


• VLASS, for example, will produce cubes of data with Stokes axes (I, Q, U) and will 
serve 16 frequency channels (48 planes).


• Other radio telescopes will produce much larger cubes, both in Stokes I and full 
polarization.


• High-level products such as spectral index maps and Faraday synthesis cubes will 
also be produced.


• ObsCore can probably deal OK with these, but some thought will need to be given to 
how to treat them in terms of cutouts etc so the user can easily request what they 
need and what makes sense for science.


